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Traditional insurance policy settlement is a manual process that is never hassle-free. +ere are many issues, such as hidden
conditions from the insurer or fraud claims by the insured, making the settlement process rough. +is process also consumes a
significant amount of time that makes the process very inefficient. +is whole scenario can be disrupted by the implementation of
blockchain and smart contracts in insurance. Blockchain and innovative contract technology can provide immutable data storage,
security, transparency, authenticity, and security while any transaction process is triggered. With the implementation of
blockchain, the whole insurance process, from authentication to claim settlement, can be done with more transparency and
security. A blockchain is a virtual chain of data blocks that is a decentralized technology. Any transaction or change in the blocks is
done after the decentralized validator entity, not a single person. +e smart contract is a unique facility stored on the blockchain
that gets executed when the predetermined conditions are met. +is paper presents a framework where smart contracts are used
for insurance contracts and stored on blockchain. In the case of a claim, if all the predetermined conditions are met, the
transaction happens; otherwise, it is discarded.+e conditions are immutable.+at means there is scope for alteration from either
side. +is blockchain and intelligent contract-based framework are hosted on a private Ethereum network. +e Solidity pro-
gramming language is used to create smart contracts. +e framework uses the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus algorithm to
validate the transactions. In the case of any faulty transaction request, the consensus algorithm acts according to and cancels the
claim.With blockchain and smart contract implementation, this framework can solve all the trust and security issues that rely on a
standard insurance policy.

1. Introduction

Insurance is an agreement in which an individual or in-
stitution receives financial protection or compensation
from an insurance provider in the event of a loss, repre-
sented by a policy. Insurance is a widely practiced method
of security all over the world. According to a statistical
report, the global insurance market is valued at over 5050.3
billion US dollars for 2021 [1]. +ere are various types of
insurance policies for health, business, and vehicles. +ese
policies are prevalent in developed countries around the
world. In much of Europe, Latin America, Canada, Aus-
tralia, and Japan, national health insurance schemes are in

existence through national policies [2]. +ough insurance
policies are prevalent, settling claims is not always a fault
and a hassle-free procedure. +ere are often situations
when insurance companies refuse to pay the insured by
misrepresenting conditions and terms. Again, false claims
are another set of problems that are troubling the insurance
companies. Conventional contractual methods are not
fault-proof. +ese contracts lack transparency and have
loopholes. +ese loopholes lead to exploitation in many
cases by both insurers and insureds. +ese conditions can
be disrupted using smart contracts on the blockchain, as it
reduces the need for trust and financial risk in existing
agreements and provides legal clarity.
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+is research applies themethod of creating a conceptual
framework using blockchain and smart contracts to appli-
cations in insurance. Its primary goal is to use blockchain
and smart contracts to ensure secure, insurance fraud-free
transactions. +is framework covers client registration, is-
suing a policy, and refund settlement activities using
blockchain technology, making the whole insurance system
more robust.

A blockchain is an accumulation of blocks that hold data.
Each block contains the previous block’s cryptographic key
[3], timestamp, and transaction information. +is technol-
ogy has been prevalent for a series of applications. Since
Satoshi introduced the Bitcoin platform based on the
blockchain system in 2009 [4], blockchains have been
attracting attention with various applications in various
fields. Till now, the most accepted usage of blockchain
technology has happened in Bitcoin’s distributed transac-
tions [5]. However, researchers have found other practical
applications of blockchain in the government’s public ser-
vices [6]. IOT [7] and the most important financial and
banking sector [8] are two major fields where the proper
usage of blockchain technology can bring more productivity.
Blockchain technology has several unique properties that
make it ideal for financial transaction applications.+emain
characteristics of the blockchain are decentralized, con-
sensus, provenance, immutability, and finality. Decentral-
ized means no single most potent entity controls the whole
blockchain, and it is a crucial feature of the blockchain. +e
whole system runs on the standard agreement of its par-
ticipants. +is standard agreement is called consensus.
Again, consensus is one of the most important character-
istics of the blockchain. When all the participants of a
blockchain network agree on a transaction, the transaction
gets executed.

A typical agreement is a must for a transaction on a
blockchain.+ese consensus characteristics make the system
very trustworthy among the participants [9]. +e prove-
nance feature ensures the traceability of data blocks. In the
blockchain, each block’s whereabouts are traceable. Suppose
an item is sold on a blockchain system. In that case, every
aspect of its development must be recorded in its blocks,
from the moment it was built to the previous owner’s in-
formation. When a valid transaction is completed and
recorded in the specific block, no one in the network can
change or alter it. +is immutable nature of the blockchain
makes it very secure compared to other transactional
methods. All these immutable blocks are linked in one single
ledger. In a blockchain system, there is only one ledger with
one common truth [10].+ere is a whole system that has one
policy that operates everything. For any query about the
transaction, the blockchain ledger is the only information
hub. In general, there are three types of blockchain: public
(or unauthorized), private (or permitted), and consortium
(or allowed). Due to the general uniqueness of the network’s
geographic region, each one has its distinct features [11].

Smart contracts are simple scripts that are enforced
when forethought conditions are fulfilled and are recorded
on a blockchain [12]. +ey are frequently used to automate
the implementation of an agreement so that all parties are

guaranteed a timely conclusion without the need for any
middlemen or wasted time. +ey can also automate a
workflow by initiating the following step when certain
circumstances are fulfilled [13]. A generic smart contract’s
life cycle begins with the parties entering the conditions of a
contract on a distributed ledger. +en they connect to in-
ternal or external databases and systems. +e contract waits
for predefined conditions to be evaluated by external vari-
ables. Finally, the contract self-executes when criteria are
met via triggers. +e ease with which smart contracts may be
deployed on public blockchains, also known as public smart
contracts, has sparked a slew of business uses [14]. Using
smart contracts for insurance can be very useful for claim
settlements.

Several research studies have shown the possible dis-
ruption of the insurance industry by using blockchain and
smart contracts. In this paper [15], the researchers con-
centrated on developing a blockchain-based infrastructure
for processing insurance-related transactions.+ey created a
prototype using Hyperledger Fabric, an open-source per-
missioned blockchain architecture platform. Researchers in
[16] used blockchain in a user-based insurance model for
vehicle insurance. +ey presented an application of block-
chain to the Pay as You Drive (PAYD) and Pay How You
Drive (PHYD) insurance schemes. Pay As You Drive
(PAYD) is a common type of usage-based insurance. +e
insurance premium is determined by the number of kilo-
meters driven in the vehicle throughout the covered period.

Customers who drive less get a lower insurance rate. +e
insurance duration can be tailored to the customer’s specific
needs. Pay How You Drive (PHYD) is a type of usage-based
insurance that is quickly gaining popularity in the industry
because of its numerous advantages. PHYD calculates in-
surance rates depending on how the vehicle is driven, rather
than the vehicle’s type and model, the driver’s age, em-
ployment, or other factors. Because the driving pattern is a
significant predictor of how likely the user is to make a claim,
this evaluation method is more suitable. A reckless driver,
for example, is more likely to be involved in an accident and,
as a result, to submit a claim. As this information is stored
using a blockchain, it is immutable. In [17], researchers
predict that, when fully implemented, blockchain might
pose a threat to the existing insurance business model since
it suggests substantial cost reductions. However, by pooling
resources and collaborating with these new players, this
danger may be mitigated. However, there are also different
views. In [18], the authors state that blockchain smart
contracts are not fully secured. Smart contracts are regularly
targeted by hackers, with devastating results in certain sit-
uations. +is element may pose a particular danger to peer-
to-peer insurance policies, which rely heavily on smart
contracts for governance. In [12], the authors mention that
the “ordinary user’s” engagement with the blockchain is still
complicated. Understanding the fundamentals of wallets,
transactions, mining, and other related concepts necessitates
some technical knowledge. At the same time, Bitcoin has
been linked to a pyramid scheme or a scam on several
occasions. As a result, there is still much misunderstanding
about blockchain. +e authors state that blockchain
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technology is still not mature enough for insurance appli-
cations yet. However, the authors also mentioned that the
technology would gain more acceptance among insurance
consumers with time. As of 2021, Bitcoin is more accepted all
over the world than at any time in history. In [19], the
authors discussed the influence of blockchain on the pay-
ments sector and the technology’s disruptive nature. Based
on these findings, they looked into how blockchain influ-
ences important areas of radical innovation and developed
contributions from innovation management. Blockchain
technology can provide immutable security for payments in
banks, Equated Monthly Installment (EMIs), installments,
or regular billing. In [20], the authors discuss that block-
chain has the ability to innovate and drastically disrupt the
insurance industry as we know it by providing crypto-
graphically secure forms of distributed records. In [21], the
authors presented a secured blockchain-based data exchange
platform that can fight against fraudulent activities re-
garding insurance. +ough blockchain technology is com-
paratively new in fintech, blockchain as a technology has the
potential to disrupt the insurance sector by promoting
honesty and openness, as well as influencing consumer risk
perceptions, which might impact how insurers promote
mutualization. +e authors of [22] present a survey of
blockchain disruption in various domains, most notably
blockchain and how blockchain can improve the insurance
domain by eliminating fraud, automating claims, analyzing
data with the Internet of things, and preserving reinsurance.

+e above research works present blockchain and smart
contracts for use or, in some cases, the possibility of future
use in the insurance industry with increased security, im-
mutability, and accountability. With blockchain imple-
mentation, the traditional insurance industry can be
disrupted and accountable to both insurers and the insured.
+is paper presents a secure framework for insurance using
blockchain technology and smart contracts. +e whole
framework is implemented on a private Ethereum network.
Smart contracts for the system are developed using the
Solidity language. +e framework covers all the expectations
for insurance, client registration, client query, policy ini-
tialization, issuing, claiming, and refund.

Problem Statement: General people get registered for
insurance policies to use the insurance money in case of any
danger. On the other hand, insurance companies are an
excellent money-making business that creates jobs and pays
taxes like any other business. So, whether it is a claim
settlement for the insured or a false claim causing trouble for
the insurance companies, none is expected. So, it is crucial to
have a fast and fraud-proof settlement process. +e insur-
ance industry is going through various settlement and trust
issues in the traditional method of insurance. Implantation
of blockchain in insurance can be a robust solution to the
security and trust issues related to these problems.

Motivation: Blockchain technology uses a decentralized,
secure authentication process to store data in blocks. For any
transaction or change in the blocks, the transaction request
has to pass through an established consensus algorithm that
makes any unauthorized change virtually impossible. Also, it
encrypts data during the transaction and puts time stamp

blocks that make the whole transaction process secure and
immutable. +e whole process is made more efficient by the
introduction of smart contracts that are transparent and very
secure. Suppose the test cases match transaction requests’
triggers and eventually get executed by passing through a
consensus algorithm. Implementing this whole process for
insurance makes the whole insurance structure more
trustworthy, efficient, and secure for both stakeholders, the
insured and the insurer.

+e introduction of the paper is presented in section one,
and section two describes the method and materials. +e
results and analysis of this paper are provided in section
three. Section four discusses the conclusion.

2. Method and Materials

+e methods and materials utilized to achieve the goal are
discussed in this section. +e goal is to create an insurance
ecosystem using blockchain technology. +e main idea is to
deploy the whole execution and storage of the contract. Its
conditions and logic for execution will be structured as smart
contracts and written using the Solidity programming
language. +e deployment of these contracts will be on a
blockchain-enabled distributed platform, in our case,
Ethereum. +e first subsection here presents a basic system
model for the framework. +e following parts present the
characters involved, mechanism of the framework for in-
surance, network platform, consensus algorithm, blockchain
blocks, smart contracts, and framework components and
algorithm. Section 3 presents the results and analysis of the
framework. Finally, in Section 4, the whole framework is
concluded.

+e major contribution of this proposed system is the
implementation of blockchain technology in the field of all
kinds of insurance processes. It also includes the use of a
specific consensus algorithm (in this case: Proof of Au-
thority) in the system and the detailed algorithm and the
explanation of the whole process.

2.1. Outline of Full System. Figure 1 shows the whole system
model diagram of the proposed framework. It indicates that
the client will be able to register and issue a policy, claim, and
refund with the help of their corresponding agent. With the
help of the corresponding agent, the information gets placed
into the Ethereum private network. +e agent is fully re-
sponsible for submitting all client requests within the net-
work. When the transaction happens, the validators are
responsible for validating the transactions.

It is to be noted that it is supposed to be a framework for
an insurance company.+us, the diagramedmodel is only of
the members and clients of the company. +e blockchain
network in this case is the private Ethereum network. +e
validators are previously selected and will validate trans-
actions per the rules of the Proof of Authority algorithm.

2.1.1. Authentication. +ough the system is mainly a pro-
posed algorithmic framework, it has a barebones frontend
which includes the authentication process as well for the
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stakeholders involved in the system. Figures 2(a)-2(b) show
the authentication User Interface (UI) for the system. +e
authentication is maintained by Google’s Firebase system.
+e same login is used for both the client and the authority.
A hard coded filter is enabled to filter the client and the
authority after being logged in. +e authority members are
registered manually as it has to be private and discreet inside
the agency. So, the sign-up serves a purpose for the clients
only.

2.1.2. Agent Panel. Whether a desktop, console, or Web
application, the agent panel is essential as it is the vital
stakeholder of the system. +ey control important features
like policy issuing, policy initializing, and different client
queries. +e agent and the validator have the same portal,
because in some cases, the agency can select one for both
roles. Figure 3 shows the agent panel interface where he can
control all the features, including looking into clients’ lists,
the agency policy lists, the transaction history, etc.

2.2. Participation of Characters in -is Model. +e main
character that is directly involved in the model is the client.
He can register for the contracts, request insurance policies,
submit claim requests, apply for a refund, and more.+ere is
a middle man, an agent, who will process all clients’ doc-
uments and demands and put them on the blockchain
network. In the framework of some validators present in this
system, they are responsible for verifying contract policies
and transactions and storing the contracts in the ledger.

+e stakeholders are as follows:

(i) Clients.

(ii) Insurance company authority

(iii) Agents

(iv) Validators

2.3. Mechanism of the Framework for Insurance. +e client
has to register with a unique id along with other necessary
attributes as values. +ese IDs are to be stored in a DB.
Previously, all policies and regulations would be written in
the form of smart contracts. +ey are designed to be

triggered when all the requirements or logics are met for the
transactions. When a transaction is made, the record logs
and execution results will be stored in a ledger in the
blockchain network. In between the transactions, there is a
set of endorsers and validators who verify the transaction
and validate and store the transaction block in the block-
chain ledger.

2.4. Network Platform. +e whole network distribution is
going to be deployed on a private Ethereum platform.+is is
an access-controlled blockchain. Participants are invited
into this network by the insurance company authority. Based
on access controls, this dedicated network will limit indi-
viduals who can participate in the network. Here, the net-
work will allow the distribution of the ledger to a specific
group of participants without making the transaction in-
formation public to all.

2.5. Consensus Algorithm Used in -is System. +is frame-
work uses the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus algorithm
to validate and generate transaction blocks before adding
them to the blockchain network. +e validators will be
preselected by the insurance company authority. Only those
people who have proven their reliability as authorities get the
right to generate new blocks or transaction logs. Once the
validators are selected, they are allowed to make transaction
logs and other monitoring stuff.

Figure 4 shows the flow diagram for the Proof of Au-
thority algorithm in the specific use case of this research
topic. +e members of the authority are essentially the in-
surance authority. +e algorithm has to go through the
configuration option of the period. +en the transaction
nodes or blocks, after being validated, are added to the
Ethereum private network of the agency by the help of the
issuing power of the insurance agent. Else, the block gets
discarded.

On a broader perspective, the algorithm will be in need
of configuration settings to work with the relevant system
network. +e configuration will have the chain-data, gas-
limit, other relevant information, and so on. Now the au-
thority members, in this case, the validators, when they
receive a new block, will need to solve complexmathematical

Client

Registration

Issue Policy

Claim

Refund
Agent

Submits
Client

Request

Blockchain
Network

Validates
transaction

Validator

Insurance
Company

Figure 1: Full system diagram.
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instructions to validate the block. When a validator has
successfully mined the correct block, it will be selected to be
added to the main blockchain network. +e validator or the
corresponding agents will be responsible for adding the
block to the mainframe. Otherwise, the block will be stashed.

Figure 5 shows a genesis.json file, which is necessary for a
PoA consensus-based network. +e configuration ensures
that all the known protocol changes are available. It also,
importantly, configures the Clique Engine of PoA
consensus.

2.6. Blockchain Blocks for Insurance. A blockchain is a chain
consisting of blocks or data packages where a block consists
of multiple transactions. +e blockchain increases its length

with every addition of the blocks. Figure 6 presents the
structure for each block. Each block in the blockchain is
validated by a specific validator before it is added or exe-
cuted. Each block contains timestamps and hashes that allow
it to be distinguished from the rest of the blockchains. Other
than the hash and time stamp, there is information stored in
blocks. +is information varies according to the application
needs. Below we have shown a generic block for any in-
surance application through the blockchain. Essential data

Authority
Memebers

Block
Insurance

Agents

Configuration Node ID

Validators

Selected?Yes No Discard

Figure 4: Proof of authority (PoA) flow diagram.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Sign-up and login and interface.

Agent Name: John Doe
ID: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Clients Policy List Transactions

Initialize a Policy

Issue a Policy

Client Queries

+

+

+

Figure 3: Agent panel.

Figure 5: Period configuration for a PoA network.
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for insurance are , for example, Client ID, Agent ID,
Amount, and essential insurance information.

2.7. Smart Contracts in Insurance. +e blockchain con-
taining insurance details will be contractualized on the
Ethereum smart contract platform, where each peer or
validator of the system will implement access control for its
resources. Smart contracts are digital contracts between the
client and service provider. As the contracts are well
specified and transparent, there is a slight possibility to
manipulate the contract conditions as the processing is done
under the supervision of validators who have well-defined
contract clarity.

In the insurance smart contract presented in Figure 7,
when a client claims a refund, it sends account details to the
validator. +e validators check the contract details and send
confirmation of their decision. +en it goes through the
execution process and creates essential changes in the
blockchain.

2.8. Framework Components and Algorithms. In this
framework, maintaining and processing part of the insur-
ance environment is done using blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology ensures the security factor of false
claims and the accountability of insurance.

Figure 8 shows the basic use case functionalities for the
framework. +ese functionalities of an insurance policy are
maintained through distributed smart digital contracts that
are safe, reliable, and almost temper proof. Smart contracts
will register the client and policy details as an object in a
database. By taking a look, it can be seen that the client has the
ability to register and to apply for the policy initialization,
claiming, and refund. Agents and validators are internal
personnel of the insurance company. +e agents will be the
direct interactors with the clients. +ey will help the client or

have access to the registration and perform client queries,
policy initializing, and issue. +e validators have access to
policy claiming, refund, and transaction block validation.

2.8.1. Client Registration. With the help of smart contract,
clients get registered with the insurance system. To initialize
a client, a client object structure (StructOC) is created in the
database. +e client object contains attributes like a unique
id, name, age, contact, history, etc. To register that client
object, a composite key (Ckey) is created by an agent and the
client object (OC) is created using the Ckey. (Algorithm 1).

2.8.2. Client Query. After a client is registered, his infor-
mation with all the attributes is stored in the blockchain
network. Now, to retrieve any specific client details, the
insurance agent has to create a composite key (Algorithm 2).

2.8.3. Policy Initialization. +e smart contract will contain
the policy issuance, claims, refunds, etc. To initialize a policy
(StructOP) and policy-client (StructOPC), their structures are
created in the database. +e policy structure is going to have
its id, name, premium, reimburse, and term information.
+e policy-client structure will have its id, policy id, amount
claimed, claim acceptance indicator, claim submission date,
etc. (Algorithm 3).

2.8.4. Policy Issuing. To issue a policy, a client chooses a
policy from the available policy (Policy_id) in the database.
After choosing the policy, the client submits a premium to
the agent. If the transaction passes all the verification and
checks, a corresponding policy-client object (ObjectPolicy-
Client) is made and stored in the database (Algorithm 4).

2.8.5. Policy Claiming. To process a claim, the client submits
his credentials to his corresponding agent. All the necessary
conditions go through verification, and the refund is initi-
ated accordingly (Algorithm 5).

header header header
Blockchain

Reading through Blocks Executions/other process

Claim

Client
refund

Descision

Validator

Validation

Account
Details

Figure 7: Structure of smart contract.

1. Time stap

2. Client ID

3.Agent ID

4. Amount

Transaction data:

Insurance Info:

1. Policy data

2. Claim information

3. Claim settlement information

Previous Hash Next Hash

Figure 6: Structure of each block.
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Figure 8: Use case diagram for the framework.

(1) StructOC ← (id, name, age, contact, history);
(2) Database ← StructOC;
(3) Ckey ← f (Agent_id, Client_id);
(4) Store (Ckey, ObjectClient) in theDatabase;

ALGORITHM 1: Client registration.

(1) Ckey ← f (Agent_id, Client_id);
(2) Search (Ckey) in the Database;
(3) If(exists) retrieve desired ObjectClient Else return Error;

ALGORITHM 2: Client query.

(1) StructOP ← (Policy_id, Policy_name, Policy_Premium, Policy_Reimburse, Policy_Term);
(2) StructOPC ← (Policy_id, Client_id, Amount, Acceptance, Date);
(3) Store the structures in the Database;

ALGORITHM 3: Policy initialization.

(1) Check if the ObjectPolicyClient already exists;
(2) Check Client Smart Contract if Client with an id is registered to an Agent;
(3) Check if Client Premium matches Policy Premium;
(4) CkeyPolicyClient ← f (Agent_id, Client_id, Policy_id);
(5) ObjectPolicyClient ← new StructOPC(Client_id, Policy_id, 0, yes, date);
(6) Store (CkeyPolicyClient, ObjectPolicyClient) in the Database;

ALGORITHM 4: Policy issuing.
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2.8.6. Policy Refund. +e refund process is initiated from the
earlier claim process. Here, the client’s total claimed amount
in the policy-client object is updated in the database (Al-
gorithm 6).

3. Result and Analysis

+is chapter analyzes the result of the framework from the
point of view of outputs, security, and scalability. +e po-
tential threats and their corresponding prevention along
with the used consensus algorithm are analyzed here. Also, it
points out the average response time per size of blocks.

3.1. Transactions and Outputs. +e transactions in the
blockchain stay like a chain. To get it like a printed list
output, here one transaction block is shown in Figure 9. +e
list itself is an array of transaction block objects. +e first
property is its index number. Secondly, there is the previous
hash property, one of the main important concepts of the
blockchain technology. +e proof here is the Proof of Au-
thority (PoA). +ere is a timestamp property which is the
time the transaction happened. Next on the list is the
transaction array. It is the combination of the above in-
formation and the client-agent information, along with the
transaction cost amount. Finally, the list includes the cor-
responding policy data for that particular transaction block.

+e transaction array in that block is very vital. Figure 10
breaks down the transaction array and shows the properties
inside. +e first property is the amount, which indicates the
number of times the agent sends and receives a separate
unique number for each transaction. Next is the client_id. To
keep it simple and agent-friendly, the id is simply a string
which is the id_name of the client. +e last property is the
sender or agent hash_id. +is whole transaction array is also
linked to that certain timestamp of the block. During
transactions, the consensus protocol helps to agree on the list
contents, which guarantees the integrity of the blocks and
transaction. If validated, then the blocks get added to the
main blockchain.+ese transactions depend on the hash and
their values. If fraud or any suspicious block gets detected, it
will easily get detected and will not be added.

+e whole test-development phase ran inside the Rinkeby
testnet. It is an Ethereum test network that allows the devel-
opment testing phase to be done, before being deployed on the
main network. As the research’s target network is the Ethereum

private network, this testnet has been pretty useful in the test
phase.+e corresponding transactions took place on the testnet,
and the data could be retrieved for that network. Figure 11
shows the retrieved transaction data from the testnet. +e re-
trieved data includes the transaction’s both parties, the trans-
action hash, gas values, and so on. +e data is safe and secure.

3.2. Security of theProposedFramework. Table 1 indicates the
potential threats to the framework and how it is going to
prevent them. +ough the blockchain network is already
secured with its immutable design, the table further indicates
how different malicious activities can harm the framework.
Unwanted modification and deletion of client data will be
handled by our chosen Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus
algorithm. +e endorsement and other policies will be
scripted in the smart contract on the Ethereum network, so
any kind of wrong endorsement will be noticeable and can
be figured out as well.

3.3. Consensus Algorithm Analysis. +e PoA algorithm suits
the purpose of this framework pretty well. Proof of Au-
thority (PoA) consensus is used in permissioned blockchain
platforms. +e consensus mechanism works on permis-
sionless and permissioned platforms. In the permissionless
ones, anyone can become a node. Meanwhile, in the per-
missioned one, all the nodes and validators are preselected,
enabling the system to be more secure. PoA is a type of
consensus that is super fault-tolerant and able to achieve
high performance.

In this algorithm, only the nodes that have proven their
reliability as authorities get the right to generate new blocks
or transaction logs. Once the validators are selected, they are
allowed to make transaction logs and other monitoring stuff.
Unlike all other consensus algorithms we have seen here, the
validators do not need to stack their coins or spend money
on expensive storage or hardware; all they have to do is to
use their reputation to get the right to validate and generate
the blocks. Proof of Authority is based on the trust of the
selected validators. +is algorithm suits both private and
public networks, where trust is distributed.

3.4. ScalabilityAnalysis. Figure 12 shows the performance of
the system with the response time for storage requests on the
y axis and the peers (block size 20) on the x axis. +e results

(1) CkeyPolicyClient ← f (Agent_id, Client_id, Policy_id)
(2) Check if the ObjectPolicyClient exists using the CkeyPolicyClient
(3) If ObjectPolicyClient exists, check acceptance in ObjectPolicyClient;
(4) if (acc��Yes) then

if amt + Client_Reimburse <� Policy_Reimburse then
Refund(Agent_id, Client_id, Policy_id, Client_Reimburse)
else
Refund(Agent_id, Client_id, Policy_id, Policy_Reimburse–amt)

end;

ALGORITHM 5: Policy claiming.
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show that the response is greater as the number of peers
increases. 50 peers can have less than 20ms response time in
average, which could easily be used in real time applications
using blockchain.

+e chain code of the smart contract is written in Solidity
and all the tests are written in plain Javascript as the network
is a private Ethereum network. +e experiment was carried
out on a system with a core i7 (2.60GHz) with 8 Gigabytes
(GB) of ram, running Windows 10.

3.5. Comparison with Existing Papers. Table 2 analyzes the
comparison and difference between this paper and other
existing papers.+e table’s comparison context is mainly the

consensus algorithm, the network platform, methods, and so
on. Apart from the differences between them, there are also
several advantages and expanding scopes of this proposed
system.

+is paper is a novel work in the field of insurance, as it
introduces some processes that were not used earlier in the
corresponding field. +is proposed system also has several
impacts and advantages in the field of its use. It is basically a
generalized approach to all types of insurance. Other existing
research on this technology is pretty much focused on a

(1) CkeyPolicyClient ← f (Agent_id, Client_id, Policy_id)
(2) Check if the ObjectPolicyClient exists using the CkeyPolicyClient
(3) Update amt � amt + reimburseclient in ObjectPolicyClient

ALGORITHM 6: Policy refund.

Figure 9: Genesis blocks and their properties.

Figure 10: Transaction array.

Figure 11: Retrieved transaction data from Rinkeby.

Table 1: Potential threats and prevention.

Potential threat Prevention

Modify/delete client data PoA consensus algorithm
Word endorsement Endorsement policy
Wrong auditing result PoA consensus algorithm
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Figure 12: Average confirmation time vs. no. of peers (batch
timeout: 2 sec).

Table 2: Comparison table with this paper and other papers.

Points of this paper Points of other papers

1. +is paper implements the
Proof of Authority (PoA)
consensus algorithm and uses
the Ethereum private network
to run the system.

1. +ere is no mention of a
consensus algorithm and the
system uses Hyperledger Fabric
network to run the system [15].

2. +is paper shows a
generalized approach for all
types of insurance.

2. A usage-based insurance
model for cars is presented in
the paper [16].

3. As this paper uses a private
Ethereum network, it is solely
for the authorized peers. Proof
of Authority consensus needs
the control of 51% of peers to
attack the blockchain smart
contracts, which is virtually
impossible. So, it is secured.

3. +is paper presents concerns
about the security of smart
contracts at a period of time
when the Proof of Authority
consensus algorithm was not
established [18].

4. +is paper presents a full
framework for implanting
blockchain technology into
insurance.

4. Blockchain technologies’
possibility of disrupting sectors
like the insurance sector is only
being discussed [19].
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small or distinguished part. +is system also introduces the
use of the Proof of Authority consensus running in the core.
As an insurance process mainly works within a closed circle
or an authority, Proof of Authority is a very good choice in
this case. +is research also specifies the network system
used for this whole system, a private Ethereum network.
Overall, it is a complete framework for implementing
blockchain technology into insurance.

In some cases, some papers did not mention or talk
about their consensus algorithm. In this paper, the con-
sensus algorithm is briefly discussed along with its config
file and diagrams. Proof of Authority has been used here,
which makes it unique in terms of being used in an en-
vironment like this. +ere are some papers in the table
which did not talk about their internal feature workflow.
Here in this paper, the corresponding feature algorithms
are highly focused.+e flowchart and use case of the system
are discussed briefly in this paper. A paper talked about the
smart contracts vulnerability. On the other hand, this paper
solves the confusion with the use of the Proof of Authority
algorithm. Also, it is considered as a whole new framework.
+e other papers were domain and field specific, whereas
this paper focused on a generalized approach for all types of
insurance.

4. Conclusion

+e goal of this research is to present an insurance
framework using blockchain and smart contracts. +e in-
surance transaction process gets executed in a secure private
Ethereum based decentralized system that increases security
to a great extent. +e usual contracts for insurance are made
using smart contracts in this framework. +is framework’s
decentralized Solidity smart contracts eliminate the com-
plexities regarding claim settlements and insurance by their
immutable nature. +e use of the PoA algorithm in this
framework saves a lot of storage and money. So, the
framework provides an efficient and secure solution to in-
surance operations and functionalities.

+e framework presented in this paper is not a domain-
specific one. It focuses on a standard approach for standard
insurance policies. For any specific kind of insurance, this
framework is also prevalent with customization in the smart
contract. +is framework provides a secure procedure to
execute the whole process with security and transparency
from registration to refund in insurance. In this framework,
the scalability is tested by increasing the number of peers for
a fixed block size of 20. It is shown that the confirmation
time increases as there are more peers. +ough the con-
firmation process gets slower with more peers, the security
increases significantly with more validators.

+e proposed system framework has plenty of room for
improvement in the future. It is basically implemented as a
central solution to all kinds of insurance processes. If it is
thought to be a specific case like the IOT-based Car In-
surance Process, or other insurance processes, or fields
similar to supply chain, and so on, they can be implemented
easily based on the proposed framework. +us, it has plenty
of opportunities to expand.
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